3V - Carsten, DL6LAU will be active as 3V8SM from Djerba Island (AF-083), Tunisia on 11-18 February, including an entry in the ARRL DX CW Contest (SOAB QRP). [TNX The Daily DX]

9G - PA3DEW and PA3FQV are currently in Ghana and will operate (typically on +/- 14140 MHz around 17.30 UTC) as 9G1AA until 23 February. QSL via PA3ERA. [TNX PA3GGM]

9Q - Four additional licences have been issued to be used from the Democratic Republic of Congo through 24 February: 9Q1MM (Jean-Philippe) 9Q1KS (Cyprien), 9Q1A (Patrick) and 9Q1YL (Nicole). Priority is being given to 9Q0AR/6 from Goma [425DXN 560], while 9Q1A and 9Q1YL will be active in their free time from Kinshasa. They have a 50-foot tower which enables them to operate on 17 and 12 metres with a rotary dipole, while a sloping dipole for 40 metres and a 6-element tribander for 20, 15 and 10 metres should be up next week. "Our most difficult path is to VK-ZL-Pacific area", he says, and "particular efforts will be put toward this area as soon as the yagi is up. Tentative skeds can be arranged for 20 to 10m by email to gckin@ic.cd". QSLs via F2YT. Further information at http://f6blq.multimania.com [TNX 9Q1A]

C6 - Bill, K1CN reports he now expects to be signing C6AMM during his 14 February-2 March operation from Harbour Island (NA-001), Bahamas [425DXN 561]. His wife Laurel, N1EBL will operate as C6AWW. QSLs via K1CN either direct or through the bureau.

CE - A second operation from Santa Maria Island (SA-070) is being planned to take place between 16/17 and 20 February. The logs for the 26-28 January XR5SM activity [425DXN 560] (operators CE5VKA, XQ5SM and CE4USW) are expected to be available at http://www.qsl.net/xr5sm [TNX CE4USW and Islands On The Web]

CE - Marco, CE6TBN reports that due to the Chilean Park administration closing earlier then usual, his 8-10 March trip to Damas Island (SA-086) [425DXN 561] is cancelled. [TNX N1IBM]

EA8 - Cesare, I5WEA is active as EA8/I5WEA from Tenerife, Canary Islands (AF-004) through 10 April. [TNX I5WEA]

EA9 - Jose, EA9CD reports that special call AM9MA will be aired during the CQ/RJ WPX RTTY Contest. QSL via EA9CD (P.O. Box 2078, 51080 Ceuta,
Spain).

FG - La Gazette du DX reports that Henri, F5DBC will be active (call unknown) from Les Saintes (NA-114), Guadeloupe on 14-24 February. He plans to operate during the UTC evenings on 20 metres CW and SSB. QSL via F5DBC (Henri Civel, Les Reaux de Saint Dolay, 56130 La Roche Bernard, France).

GD - DL4LQM, DL4WG, DL5LYM, DL5AXX and DL8WAA will be active (mainly on CW) as MD/homecall from the Isle of Man (EU-116) on 11-18 February, including an entry in the ARRL DX CW Contest. [TNX DL5AXX]

H40 - Babs, DL7AFS (H44LB) and Lot, DJ7ZG (H44ZG) will fly to Lata (OC-100), Temotu on 10 February and be active until 2 March as H40T (no longer H40YL and H40ZG as previously announced). They will be joined by Bernard, DL2GAC (H44MS) until 24 February. QSL H40T via DL7AFS either direct or through the DARC bureau. Updates will be posted at http://www.qsl.net/dl7afs [TNX H44MS]

KC4 - Due to a change in the flight schedule, Chris (KC4/N3SIG) will leave McMurdo Base during the weekend, earlier than expected. [TNX DL5EBE]

KG4 - Look for Chuck, N8CH (KG4NW), OB, W4SD (KG4SD), Gordon, KU4EC (KG4UC), Chet, N6ZO (KG4??) and Don, W4ZYT (KG4ZK) to be active (on 10-160 metres all modes) from Guantanamo Bay on 12-19 February. They will participate in the ARRL CW DX Contest as KG4DZ. QSL KG4DZ via W4SD, others via home calls. [TNX The Daily DX]

LU_so - Horatio, LU4DXU reports that Claudio, LU1ZA expects to operate RTTY and on 12 metres next week. Claudio is stationed at Base "Orcadas" (WABA LU-014) on Laurie Island, South Orkneys (AN-008) and in May will be replaced by another operator (Jose Luis). Claudio's next sked with LU4DXU will be on 11 February on 14172 kHz around 22.45 UTC.

P2 - After his trip to Temotu (see H40 above) Bernard, DL2GAC will return to Honiara, Solomon Islands on 24 February. On the 26th or the 27th he will move to Port Moresby, and the following day to Kavieng (New Ireland, OC-008), from where he will try to go and operate as P29VMS from the Tabar Islands (OC-099), Feni Islands (OC-101), Tanga Islands (OC-102), St. Matthias group (OC-103), Buka Island (OC-135) and the Green Islands (OC-231) until 23 March. On 24 March he will fly back to Honiara. [TNX H44MS]

P5 - Ed, P5/4L4LN is currently off the air as he left Pyongyang on 4 February for a 2-week (possibly longer) inspection tour of the World Food Program field offices. Updates, logs etc. can be found at http://www.amsatnet.com/ [TNX KK5DO]

/EX
T8 - The T88SI team became active (SSB and CW) on 8 February after a difficult voyage from Koror. They will leave Sonsorol (South Palau group, OC-248) at 4 local time on 11 February. QSL via IT9YRE (Ferdinando Rubino, P.O. Box 30, 96012 Avola - SR, Italy).

V2 - Ed, N2ED will be active as V26EW from Antigua (NA-100) on 12-18 February, including an entry in the ARRL CW DX Contest as V26G. QSL via N2ED. [TNX The Daily DX]

VP2M - Art, N2NB will be active as VP2MDY from Montserrat (NA-103) on 14-26 February. Look for him on 6-160 metres on all modes, PSK31 included. QSL via N2NB. [TNX The Daily DX]

XE - The following release has been received from Les, G4CWD: "IOTA DXpedition planned for March 2002 to Islands on the coast of Baja California, Mexico by XE2MX, XE1KK, G3OCA & G4CWD has been cancelled. Having been assured in November 2001 that licences to operate from those IOTA islands would be made available, three weeks from the start of our planned DXpedition to NA-162, 163, 164 & 165 no licences have been issued. Objections to our DXpedition by a number of Mexican amateurs was instrumental in the delays incurred in issuing those licences. G3OCA & G4CWD will not give any further consideration to the activation of IOTA Islands in Mexico. The group recognises the unreserved support given by Ramon XE1KK to this venture. Our thanks to Fred N6AWD and Ray N6VR for their efforts in ensuring that essential equipment and support would be available on our arrival at San Diego".

YU - YZ1ZV, YT1HA and 4N1FAN will participate in the ARRL DX CW Contest as YZ1V (Multi-Single). QSL via YU1AAV either direct (RC "Novi Beograd", Radio sekcija "Kozara" YU1AAV, Jurija Gagarina 210-p, YU-11070 Novi Beograd, Serbia, Yugoslavia) or through the bureau. [TNX YT1HA]

ZS_ant - Anton, ZS7/ZS4AGA will be stationed at SANAE IV Base during the Antarctic winter season which has just begun. He expects to be able to spend more time on the amateur radio bands very soon. [TNX DL5EBE]

---------------------------------------------

===========================
*** 4 2 5  D X  N E W S ***
****  GOOD TO KNOW ... ****
===========================

CHILEAN ISLAND AWARD ---> Information on the Diploma Islas Chilenas is available from Marcos A. Quijada, CE6TBN (ce6tbn@dxpedition.org). [TNX CT1END]

DXCC NEWS ---> 3V8GI (Tunisia) has been on hold awaiting supporting documentation. This has been received and upon review it is now being accepted for DXCC credit. Anyone who had this rejected during a recent submission can contact DXCC (dxcc@arrl.org) for an update to their record. Or, it can be sent with the next submission for credit. [TNX NC1L, DXCC Manager]

NEW IRCS ---> Roman, UN5PR reports that as of 1 February old IRCs are no
POSTAGE INCREASE ---> XE1BEF reports the following new postage rates currently (as of 1 January 2002) apply from Mexico: to Unites States, Central America and Caribbean 8.50 pesos (US$ 0.90); to South America and Europe 10.50 pesos (US$ 1.10); to rest of the world 11.50 pesos (US$ 1.2).

QSL AS-153 ---> Antonio, IZ8CCW reports that the first batch of 300 direct cards for the 10-16 January operation from Sagar Island was mailed on 2 February. Antonio expects to process the remaining requests within the end of this week.

QSL SA-021 ---> The QSL cards for the 1-3 February operation from Bermejo Island (SA-021) should be sent to LU8DWR (Osmar Margoni, P.O. Box 22- 8103, ing. White-Buenos Aires, Argentina). Osmar says that the current postal rates are $2.00 for Europe, Asia & Oceania and $1.50 to the rest of the world. [TNX LU8DWR]

QSL XU7ABW ---> Alain, F6BFH reports that 650 direct QSLs for XU7ABW (AS-133) and the 6m operation have processed and mailed. Bureau cards will follow at the end of February.

/EX
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Edited by I1JQJ & IK1ADH

CALL MANAGER CALL MANAGER CALL MANAGER
3C5/SP1NY SP1NY GX0LAW G4SVC SF2JHF SM0JHF
3DA0FOC EA6ACC H44LB DL7AFS S92TX W7KNT
3W2XK W9XK H44MS DL2GAC S9LA LA2N
3W3ZZ JA1EUI H442ZG DL7AFS S9TX W7KNT
4J3DJ 4Z5LO H50CZS K1WY SN5Z SP5ZCC
4K6IAS RA1QQ HC1MD K8LJG SP0PZK SP2UKB
4L0DXP K1WY HF0POL SQ5TA T32IR VK3DK
4L1DX OZ1HPS HS0/OZ1HET OZ1ACB T32Z N7YL
4L1FX DJ1CW HS1BIK E21EIC T88XF JH5OXF
4L6VV UA6EZ J3/F4TVY IZ8CCW T97M K2PF
4N1DX K1WY J37BO K4LTA TF4FT K1WY
4N1YL K1WY J37LR VE3EBN TF4RX K1WY
4W/CU3FT CT1EEB J37RO K4UPS TF7GX K1WY
5A21PA K1WY J38A K4LTA TF7RX K1WY
5A30 K1WY J6/F4TVY IZ8CCW TF8/ON4CAT/P K1WY
5H3/IK2GZU IZ2ZGU J73CCM SM0CCM TF8GX K1WY
5NOAIP K1WY J79BK DL6FBK TF8RX K1WY
5N0NAS K1WY J79BR DL6FBR TG7/W9AEB WF9V
[4K6IAS] Andre, P.O. Box 89, Baku 370000, Azerbaijan
[4W6MM] Thorvaldur Stefansson, P.O. Box 3699, Darwin NT 0801, Australia
[9Y4AT] Jeffery Gibson, 14 SWWTU Ave, South Valsayn, Trinidad, W.I.
[BA4DW] David Y. J. Zhou, P.O. Box 040-088, Shanghai, 200040, China
[DL7AFS] Baerbel Linge, Eichwaldstr. 86, D-34123 Kassel, Germany
[EA7FTR] Francisco Lianez Suero, Asturias 23, Aljareque 21110, Huelva, Spain
[EP3SMH] Sayyed Mohsen Hosseini, P.O. Box 441, 34815 Takestan, Iran
[EX8MLE] Sergey Tkachenko, P.O. Box 742, Bishkek 720017, Kyrgyzstan
[F2YT] Paul Herbet, 9 rue de l'allouette, 62690 Estree-Cauchy, France
[F5INJ] Bernard Squedin, 52 rue de Peronne, 59400 Cambrai, France
[F6ELE] Didier Bas, 11 rue des Petites Maisons, 17230 St. Ouen d'Aunis, France
[F6HKA] Bertrand Banlier, 11 rue Marise Bastie, 87100 Limoges, France
[F6HWU] Denise Le Cleach, 9 Avenue Jean Mace, 33700 Merignac, France
[I2YSB] Silvano Borsa, P.O. Box 45, 27036 Mortara - PV, Italy
[IK2GZU] Maurizio Buffoli, Via degli Angeli 9, 25033 Cologne - BS, Italy
[JA1MZL] Takyuki Yoshimura, 502 4-20 Irifune, Ichikawa, 272-0134 Japan
[JIH50XF] Mitsuhiro Takehira, 1656 Kominato, Iyo, 799-3113 Japan
[K1WY] The K1WY DX Association, P.O. Box 2644, Hartford, CT 06146-2644, USA
[K1WY] The K1WY DX Association, P.O. Box 90, Eeklo 9900, Belgium
[K8LJG] John Kroll, 3528 Craig Drive, Flint, Michigan 48506, USA
[KU9C] Steve Wheatley, P.O. Box 5953, Parsippany, NJ 07054-6953, USA
[LA2N] Sore Sunnmore Gruppa av NRRL v/ Otto Norhagen, NO-6143 Fiskaabygd, Norway
[LA7JO] P.O. Box 827, N-7408 Trondheim, Norway
[LA7JO] UNICEF IRAN, Stig Lindblom, No. 30 East Farzan St., Naji St., Dastgerdi Ave., Tehran 19187, Iran
[LU4DXU] Horacio "Henry" Ledo, P.O. Box 22, Martinez 1640, Buenos Aires, Argentina
[N6HPX] Larry Fields, 1207 E. Victoria Ct., San Pablo, CA 94806, USA
[PA0MIR] Nico van der Bijl, Lepelblad 129, NL 1441 VH Purmerend, The Netherlands
[PY3FBI] Gilberto Silva Pacheco Filho, Rua Fabio A. Santos 1245, ap 310 Bloco 2, Bairro Nonoai, Porto Alegre, RS 91720-390, Brazil
[RA1QQ] Nick A. Smerdov, P.O.Box 24, Cherepovets, 162627, Russia
[SQ5TA] Artur Tabaszewski, ul. Wiejska 100, 26-606 Radom, Poland
[UT2UB] Andrej Lyakin, P. O. Box 99 Kiev-10, 01010, Ukraine
[VE3GCO] The Maple Leaf Radio Society, 5 McLaren Avenue, Listowel, Ontario N4W 3K1, Canada
[VE3XN] Garry V. Hammond, 5 McLaren Avenue, Listowel, Ontario N4W 3K1, Canada
[VI2JIX] Prakash Shetty, Bala House, Bala Post, Bala 574149, India
The deadline is 12 UTC on Fridays
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